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Abstract
We provide an elementary argument to show that if for a hemicompact kR-space X the space Cp(X) contains a subset S which
separates the points of X and is dominated by irrationals, i.e. S is covered by a family {Kα : α ∈ NN} of compact sets such that
Kα ⊂ Kβ for α  β, then Cp(X) is also dominated by irrationals; consequently Cp(X) is K-analytic. This fact (which fails for
non-hemicompact spaces X) extends an old result of Talagrand.
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1. Introduction
By N we denote the space of natural numbers endowed with the discrete topology and let N∗ = NN be endowed
with the product topology. Following Tkachuk [7] a (completely regular Hausdorff) topological space X will be called
dominated by irrationals if X is covered by a family {Kα: α ∈ N∗} of compact sets such that Kα ⊂ Kβ for α  β .
A topological space X is K-analytic, see [2], or [6,8], if there is an upper semi-continuous set-valued map from N∗
with compact values in X whose union is X. Every K-analytic space is dominated by irrationals [6], see also [7], but
the converse implication fails in general, see [2,3].
In 1979 Talagrand in his remarkable paper [6] proved (among other things) the following three applicable theorems.
(1) If X is compact, then Cp(X) is K-analytic iff Cp(X) is dominated by irrationals.
(2) If X is compact, then Cp(X) is K-analytic iff Cc(X) is weakly K-analytic, i.e. the weak topology of Cc(X) is
K-analytic.
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2906 S. Moll, L.M. Sánchez Ruiz / Topology and its Applications 153 (2006) 2905–2907(3) If X is compact and Cp(X) contains a K-analytic subspace Y which separates points of X, then Cp(X) is
K-analytic.
Very recently Tkachuk [7, Theorem 2.9], extended (1) to any completely regular Hausdorff space X. In [1, Propo-
sition 2.2] Canela extended (2) to every locally compact paracompact space X. In this note using an elementary
argument we extend (3) by showing the following
Theorem. Let X be a hemicompact kR-space. If Cp(X) contains a subset S dominated by irrationals and S separates
points of X, then Cp(X) is dominated by irrationals; consequently Cp(X) is K-analytic.
By Cp(X) and Cc(X) we denote the space of all continuous real-valued functions on X endowed with the pointwise
and compact-open topology, respectively. Recall that a topological space X is called hemicompact if X is covered by
a sequence (Kn)n of compact subsets such that every compact subset of X is contained in some set Km. A topological
space X is called a kR-space if every real-valued map defined on X which is continuous on each compact subset of X
is continuous.
2. Proof of Theorem
We shall need the following simple but applicable observation (due to Tkachuk [7, Proposition 2.1]) whose easy
proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 1. The domination by irrationals is inherited by closed subspaces, countable products and continuous images.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem.
Proof of Theorem. Let Y be the algebra generated by S, the constant function and the set B = {x ∈ S: |x(t)|  1,
t ∈ X}.
(1) Assume that X is compact.
Let ϕ :Y ×BN → Cp(X) be a continuous map defined by ϕ(x, (xn)n) = x +∑∞n=1 2−nxn (see Talagrand [6, proof
of Theorem 3.4]). By Stone–Weierstrass theorem Y is dense in Cp(X). By Lemma 1, the sets Y and B are dominated
by irrationals, so ϕ(Y × BN) = Cp(X) is dominated by irrationals.
(2) Assume that X is a hemicompact kR-space.
Let (Kn)n be a fundamental (increasing) sequence of compact subsets of X. It is clear that for any n ∈ N the
set Sn of restrictions f |Kn, f ∈ S, belongs to Cp(Kn), separates points of Kn, and is dominated by irrationals. By
part (1) each Cp(Kn) is dominated by irrationals. So
∏∞
n Cp(Kn) has the same property. On the other hand, since
X is a hemicompact kR-space, the space Cp(X) is a closed subspace of
∏∞
n Cp(Kn) and Lemma 1 again applies
to show that Cp(X) is dominated by irrationals. We complete the proof either by using the aforementioned result of
Tkachuk [7, Theorem 2.9], or by the well-known fact that angelic spaces dominated by irrationals are K-analytic [2,
Corollary 1.1]. Note that Cp(X) is already angelic for hemicompact spaces X, see [5, Example A and Theorem 3]. 
It is worth noting that Theorem fails if X is not hemicompact. Indeed, let X be a discrete space with card X = 2ℵ0 .
Then Cp(X) = RX is not K-analytic but it contains a dense countable subset.
We note also the following
Example 2. There exists a hemicompact space X which is not a kR-space and such that Cp(X) is not K-analytic.
Indeed, fix ξ ∈ βN\N and put X = N∪{ξ}, where N is considered with the discrete topology. Since every compact
subset of X is finite, the space X is hemicompact. On the other hand, by Lutzer and McCoy, see [4], the space Cp(X)
is a Baire space, i.e. of the second Baire category. Moreover Cp(X) is metrizable (since X is countable) and not
complete (since X is not discrete). Nevertheless, Cp(X) is not K-analytic. Indeed, otherwise Cp(X) would be a
separable metrizable and complete space, see [8, (21), p. 64], a contradiction.
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(a) Cp(X) is K-analytic.
(b) Cc(X) with the weak topology is dominated by irrationals.
(c) Cc(X) is weakly K-analytic.
Proof. (a) ⇒ (c) follows from the obvious fact if Cp(X) is K-analytic then Cc(K) is weakly K-analytic for any
compact K ⊂ X. The remaining non trivial part of this proof is a direct consequence of (2) and Lemma 1. 
We do not know if (b) implies (c) for any completely regular Hausdorff space X. In [3, Example 13 and Theorem 3]
a large class of spaces Cc(X) is given for which the weak dual is dominated by irrationals but is not K-analytic.
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